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Animal behaviors are dynamic in both space and time, and this

variation is the raw material for exceptional behavioral

adaptations in the animal kingdom. Here we argue that this

same dynamism characterizes color signals in nature and that

comparable approaches, both conceptually and

methodologically, should be taken to comprehensively assess

the production, perception, function, and evolution of dynamic

animal colors. We review and synthesize recent findings in

these emerging areas of color research and highlight the

complex and interactive dynamics of color communication

between senders and receivers. We also advance

opportunities for new areas of research, especially centered on

visual and neural plasticity of color reception as well as the

intricate signaling interactions between co-expressed display

behaviors and colors.
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Introduction
Most animal signals are inherently dynamic, especially

behaviors like courtship displays and song. These vary in

both space and time and serve as excellent systems in

which to study the mechanisms, function, and evolution of

complex traits. Other characters are less often viewed as

temporally or spatially changeable, and these include the

colors of many animals, which often are present in dead

tissue like hair, scales, cuticle, or feathers. However in

recent years a series of investigations have revealed many

dynamic properties of animal colors, which can be a func-

tion of rapid change to the raw materials of the colored

surface (e.g. wear, soiling, oil; [1,2]), the presentation [3]
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and physiological properties of the colored tissue [4,5], the

ambient lighting environment [6�], and attributes of signal

receivers and how these colors are viewed ([7]; Figure 1).

Our aim in this current opinion piece is to highlight:

research progress made in the past few years in each of

these areas of dynamic color signaling in animals, and areas

ripe for further data collection or for new development of a

conceptual framework or techniques. Webelieve that color

variation and displays can be ‘viewed’ in many of the same

ways as behavioral variation and displays, and it is with this

‘colors as behaviors’ perspective that we hope to stimulate

new interdisciplinary work on animal color dynamics.

Dynamic color expression
Behavioral ecologists have typically studied single snap-

shots of static color signal expression. However, all color

signals are dynamic in some fashion, either through

spatiotemporal variability in light environments (see ‘Dy-

namic Light Environments’ section) or via direct modifi-

cation of the signal by the sender. Three main classes of

dynamic color signals have received recent literature

attention: physiological color-change, positional changes

in color patches associated with display behavior, or some

combination of the two (Box 1). Coverable badges [8],

environmental soiling/oiling (e.g. plumage staining [9]),

and extended phenotypes (e.g. bowerbird collection of

colored objects [10]) are additional examples of rapidly

changeable animal colors.

Though physiological color changes have long been

known to function as social signals during behavioral

interactions, based on qualitative, contextual descriptions

(e.g. [11–13]), we are now beginning to understand the

information content and fitness role of variation (e.g. rate,

direction, magnitude) in physiological color-change.

Short-term (e.g. hours, days) changes in color can provide

information about shifting body condition [14–18], and in

other situations more rapid physiological color-change

(e.g. seconds, minutes) can serve as multi-functional sig-

nals (Box 1A), where animals can signal either dominance

or submission depending on the direction of color-change

(e.g. chameleons [19,20�]). Further, recent work has un-

covered some of the mechanisms behind rapid color-

change (e.g. photonic crystal lattice rearrangement in

chameleons [21]), and comparative work has demonstrat-

ed potential habitat-driven influences on the evolution of

physiological color change (e.g. dwarf chameleons [22]).

These example studies on chameleons demonstrate the

complexity of physiological color-change across multiple

levels of analysis, and we argue that this comprehensive
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 6:41–49
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Figure 1
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Conceptual pathway highlighting the dynamic elements of color communication systems in animals. (a) Dynamic color signals come in many

forms, such as the iridescent plumage of Anna’s hummingbird (Calypte anna; top) or physiological color change in paradise whiptails (Pentapodus

paradiseus Günther 1858; bottom). Iridescent hummingbird plumage changes in external appearance (i.e. reflectance properties) when viewed

from different angles. By contrast, physiological color change, which can occur in a matter of milliseconds for some species, involves alterations

to the internal pigments or structures that create the color. Figures modified from [74,75], respectively. (b) Color signals are transmitted through a

frequently changing light environment, which can be influenced by, for example, shifts in weather (top), time of day (middle), and spatial/habitat

variability (bottom). (c) The detection of dynamic color signals is a consequence of receiver physiology, which itself can be spatially and

temporally variable. For example, opsin expression can change over the course of day (top), different cone types have different spectral

sensitivities (middle), and the proportion of different cones can vary among regions of the vertebrate retina (bottom). Retinal squash image

modified from [76]. (d) Color signals are dynamically integrated by the brain through complex neural processes including: information reduction,

neuronal filtration, and modularization via computational flexibility [77]. Here, a Kynsna dwarf chameleon (Bradypodion damaranum) is shown with

a computer motherboard brain to illustrate this step in image processing (drawing by Sarah Bruemmer). The combined processes of physiological

detection and neural processing are collectively referred to as ‘perception’. The interaction among all parts of color communication systems affect

the behavioral responses of signal receivers, which themselves are dynamic and feedback on the expression and evolution of color signal

displays.
approach should be taken in other taxa to fully understand

physiological color-change signaling.

Rapid modifications to the physical properties or orienta-

tion of a colored surface can also create striking color-

change in animals, such as those that appear iridescent [3]

or glossy [23]. Though both iridescence and glossiness are

widespread in many animals (e.g. butterflies, fish, birds;

Box 1B), we still know little about how signalers use the

dynamic characteristics of these color traits or why they

evolved. We now have evidence in some systems that

iridescence creates a flashy display to dissuade predators

(e.g. octopi; [24]) or to maximize conspicuousness during

courtship (e.g. butterflies; [25]). These studies showcase

the importance of the dynamic aspects of iridescent

coloration; however more work is needed to understand

if these changeable characters serve other functions.

Color signals are often coupled with behavioral display(s),

such as the extension and retraction of colorful dewlaps in
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anoles ([26], Box 1C), and these displays can influence

perceived characteristics of color patches through time

and space. However, color and behavioral displays are

often studied independently [27], perhaps due to the

complexity of evaluating each of these elaborate features

or the fact that these traits are often measured using

different equipment/techniques (e.g. spectrometer vs.

video camera). Like behaviors, dynamic colors are best

studied using multiple, continuous measures (e.g. reflec-

tance, patch size, pattern) through time and space. For

example, camera-based sequential-image-capture meth-

ods have been used to holistically track how cuttlefish

pattern changes, as they dynamically match their back-

ground ([28]; Box 1D) or social situation [29]. While high-

quality cameras have existed for decades, recent work has

allowed researchers to objectively measure color from

photos through linearization and/or standardization tech-

niques and modeling animal visual systems relative to the

camera sensor sensitivities [30,31,32�]. These tools allow

us to begin to understand how the signal efficacy of color
www.sciencedirect.com
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Box 1 Highlighted research illustrating the importance of studying the dynamic production of animal coloration

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(A) Two aggressive male chameleons displaying their bright colors. Veiled chameleon (Chamaeleo calyptratus) color change has recently

been demonstrated as a multi-functional signal during aggressive male–male interactions [19,20]. Males that are able to increase their brightness

faster are more likely to win an aggressive interaction [20]. On the other side, male chameleons that receive more aggression darken more,

reducing subsequent aggression received [19].

(B) Male peacock showing his fully erected train. A recent study on peacocks (Pavo cristatus) found that both static (e.g. hue and saturation at

single illumination angles) and dynamic (e.g. changes in hue across multiple illumination angles) components of male iridescent eyespot coloration

predicted copulation number [78�].

(C) Male brown anole displaying his colorful dewlap. Male brown anoles (Anolis sagrei) present a set of display behaviors (e.g. head-bobs,

push-ups) and a colorful, retractable dewlap during aggressive interactions, and recent work found males that display more and possess more

colorful dewlaps are more likely to win fights [26]

(D) Cuttlefish matching its background. Recent work has found that cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis) can dynamically match their backgrounds, by

assessing visual cues and changing their pattern to match the current environment [28]. Further, cuttlefish (Sepia plangon) can dynamically

change color and pattern based on their social situation, and recent work has demonstrated that cuttlefish can court females with one side of their

body, while simultaneously showing female-like color/patterns with the other side, which stops rival males from interrupting courtship [29].

Photo A credit: Megan Best; Photos B, C, and D credit: wiki commons.
ornaments is influenced by behavioral displays, especially

in the case of angle-dependent colors such as iridescence

and glossiness. A recent review argues that color traits

evolved to amplify behavioral displays [33], while other

work has suggested the opposite [34�], and behavioral

ecologists are now equipped to evaluate both hypotheses.

Dynamic light environments
Environmental variation can induce dynamism for even

the most stable of visual signals, by influencing signal

production [35,36], transmission [37], and perception

[6,38,39�,40]. However, most investigations of environ-

ment–signal interactions have focused on static or gen-

eralized environmental data and thus we lack an

understanding of the dynamic role of the environment

in visual signaling contexts. For example, manakins were
www.sciencedirect.com 
found to seek certain light environments and manipulate

their visual backgrounds to be more conspicuous to

prospective mates [34�,41]. These forest birds display

in small, ephemeral sun flecks, which can change in

intensity and spectral composition due to wind, clouds,

or shifts in the sun’s position and thus affect the available

light reflected off of their plumage. Recent research with

killifish and cichlids has shown that differences in aquatic

light environment and turbidity affect spectral sensitivi-

ties and perception of signals [42,43]. Furthermore, sig-

nalers and receivers may be intentionally interacting with

environmental fluctuations to enhance signal production

and reception. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of

the signaling environment (Figure 2), we currently lack a

concrete understanding of how senders and receivers

interact with changing environments.
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 6:41–49
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Figure 2
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Factors contributing to environmental variation in a simplified terrestrial

setting for visual communication. Arrows indicate one factor affecting

another; lines represent categories within a factor, although many of

these categories are continuous, not discrete. A visual signal and its

background is illuminated by ambient light and then transmitted

through the environment to the receiver [79]. Ambient light is altered

by the specific spatial location of the animals (e.g. forest shade or

open field), time of day (e.g. night or day), weather (e.g. fog or clouds),

and transmission properties of the environment [80]. Signal

transmission and perception are affected by the light environment,

location, time of day, weather, and air quality [80], whereas the

background upon which a signal is viewed is altered by the overall

effects of the light environment. All of these factors are also important

in aquatic/marine systems, along with water turbidity, depth, and other

physical properties (see [81]). Water depth in particular is one attribute

of aquatic/marine systems that may uniquely affect signaling; or

example, signalers may move to depths that have wavelengths of light

that enrich the signal either via background contrast (e.g. red fish in

blue water) or by amplifying the wavelengths of the signal (e.g. blue

fish in blue water). For a comprehensive review of the ecology of

visual signals, see [82,83].
Measuring color, light, and backgrounds in an ever-chang-

ing environment presented great challenges to research-

ers historically, but now with the use of advanced spectral

equipment (e.g. spectrometers and collimating lenses)

and digital cameras [30,32�], we can quantify the spectral

composition of the ambient light and background in

which signaling is occurring. The Jaz spectrometer by

Ocean Optics, for example, has multiple channels that

make measuring light environment and background in

real-time straightforward and practical [44,45]. However,

spectrometers are limited to small spatial measurements,

while digital photography is an excellent tool for studying

dynamic color signaling in natural scenes [30,32�,46].

Most studies concerned with coloration and background

have focused on predator–prey interactions (e.g. cuttle-

fish [47]) and not visual signals per se; however these

methods can easily be implemented to test the contrast of

color signals in different environments. We need to

continue to find alternative methods to measure real-time

environmental variation in illumination and background

radiance. Hyperspectral cameras may be a promising

avenue for recording signaling using appropriate filters
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 6:41–49 
that replicate the visual sensitivities of the receiver while

also capturing the visual characteristics of the environ-

ment. Of course, many of these methodological advances

will result in more complicated and larger data sets. To

assess dynamic visual signals in their changing environ-

ments, we must continue to develop software and analyt-

ical tools to comprehensively process datasets that are

multivariate (e.g. direction of signal, orientation of receiv-

er, light environment spectra, background spectra) and

temporally non-independent. These tools should be com-

bined with appropriate behavioral assays that ensure the

biological relevance of the signaling parameters.

Dynamic color reception, perception, and
response by receivers
Evolution has shaped many animals to decode complex

visual information in a spatially mosaic and temporally

unstable world, and despite the myriad, complex process-

es involved in the perception of dynamic light environ-

ments and color signals, few such processes have been

studied outside of a static signaling context. First, at the

sensory level, retinas do not universally contain a homog-

enous assortment of cones [48�], and some animals may

assess different color signals (perhaps within a single

dynamic display) with specialized parts of their retina.

Although natural selection is typically implicated as the

driver of such intra-retinal variation [48�] (e.g. archerfish,

in which the dorsoventral retina is specifically molded to

detect prey against a cryptic background [49]), sexual or

social selection may also be key selective forces. Addi-

tionally, opsin expression varies not just among closely

related species [50�] or individuals [51] but also over

lifetimes (e.g. during ontogeny in dragonflies [50�]) or

the course of a single day; expression of the long-wave-

length sensitive opsin in bluefin killifish (Lucania goodei),
for example, may increase 260% between dawn and mid-

day [52]. Daily variation in opsin expression likely reflects

diel changes in relative importance of visual tasks, such as

foraging and mate choice, and highlights an exciting area

of future research. Lastly, temporal visual resolution (i.e.

flicker fusion frequency) can change as a function of

illuminance, physiological status, and photoreceptor type

[53,54] (which provides the basis for its intraretinal vari-

ability [54]), suggesting that cone-types with higher fu-

sion frequencies perform better in evaluating rapidly

changing, flashy color displays.

Neural processing of visual sensory information may also

exert a powerful influence on the dynamic perception of

color, but on longer time scales. For example, neural

plasticity allows bees (Apis mellifera) to learn better color

discrimination under either aversive or rewarding forag-

ing contexts [55–57]. The brain can even learn to distin-

guish stimuli with which it has never dealt previously; for

example, dichromatic male Rhesus macaques (Macaca
mulatta) that had a third photoreceptor inserted (using

gene therapy technology) during adulthood were able to
www.sciencedirect.com
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perceive and respond to colors they had never sensed

before [58]. Yet, we do not know whether or to what

degree neuroplasticity and perception of color in animals

is affected by social interactions or socially relevant

physiological changes (such as seasonal breeding condi-

tion). The information contained in color stimulus dura-

tion is also of special interest for decomposing temporally

dynamic visual displays. Duration-tuned neurons are

maximally stimulated in response to ‘best durations’ of

visual stimulus (i.e. they yield suboptimal firing rates at

shorter and longer durations than ‘best duration’; [59,60]),

though their function and use during colorful displays has

not yet been explored from mechanistic, functional, or

evolutionary perspectives. During integration, duration-

tuned and color-tuned neurons follow different neural

pathways, only to have their information ‘bound’ during

higher-order processing. Future investigations into the

binding of duration-tuned and color-tuned neurons may

unlock key aspects of the coevolution between signal

color and timing, and receiver stimulation during dynamic

displays. For example, whether stimulus duration of

iridescent flicker flashes is tied to receiver neuroanatomy

is entirely unknown. Given the variability in retinal and

neural perception of coloration, we are surprised by the

amount of work on how signalers maximize information

transfer by choosing specific environments, but how little

work exists on how receivers select viewing environ-

ments; in Box 2, we elaborate on hypotheses for how

receivers may behaviorally or perceptively orient them-

selves in the environment, in concert with the position

and presentation of senders and their colors, to facilitate

transmission of dynamic color signals.

Physiological models of color vision [61] have recently

provided powerful insights into the field of sensory ecol-

ogy, by describing key aspects of color perception (e.g.

discriminability) relative to the perceptual limits of sen-

sory (retinal) tissue and thus enabling the evaluation of

salient color features through the eyes of receivers. One

frequent oversight in the application of visual models is

the assumption that color signals are static. We argue that

the dynamic nature of color displays should be accounted

for by evaluating color signal perception over time periods

relevant to the malleability of the color signal and/or light

environment of interest (as in chameleon aggressive dis-

plays [20�]). One potential challenge is that models of

color vision may not yet be equipped to accurately predict

color perception in visual scenes where both color signals

and background illuminance vary quickly over short time

scales, due to the temporal component of chromatic

adaptation (which can take several minutes) [62]. Until

all salient perceptual mechanisms are understood, visual

models must be interpreted in conjunction with behav-

ioral responses of the receiver [63�] (e.g. rejection of

parasitic cuckoo eggs [64]). In the meantime, the most

noteworthy advances in color perception models will

likely come from linking color perception to physiological
www.sciencedirect.com 
and behavioral responses in simple systems (e.g. bees

[65]), thereby resulting in comprehensively predictive

color-through-behavior models.

Discussion
Investigators interested in the dynamics of color signals

will be faced with a choice in the future: focusing on

species that have been little-studied from a dynamic color

perspective but whose life history, ecology, evolutionary

relationships, or experimental tractability makes them

ideal candidates for uncovering new insights into the

function and evolution of complex coloration that changes

with time, environment, or social context; or conducting

in-depth research on species for which the basic princi-

ples regulating color change have already been elucidat-

ed. In the former category, taxa that exhibit variation in

color dynamism among closely related species may prove

particularly valuable for gaining a better understanding of

the factors promoting the evolution of particular patterns

or color changeability itself. For example, many stomato-

pod crustaceans inhabit wide ranges of signaling environ-

ments [66], and the variation in the use and importance of

colorful displays in these different environments and

among species makes them a prime group for future

comparative studies. In the latter category, cephalopods,

teleost fish, and lizards are arguably the best-studied

taxonomic groups with respect to a combined understand-

ing of mechanisms and function of dynamic color signals.

For example, we know a great deal about how cuttlefish

[67], lizards [21,68], and teleost fish [69] change color, as

well as the circumstances under which they do so [70–72],

but relatively little about the evolution of color change-

ability in any of these groups. The lone exception to this

knowledge gap comes from a ground-breaking study of

the evolution of dynamic color change in dwarf chame-

leons [73], which revealed that selection has favored color

change as a means to stand-out from the background. For

no taxon, however, has the developmental or genetic basis

of dynamic coloration been well-studied. Perhaps, by

their very nature, flexible color signals are more valuable

as a means to provide up-to-date information rather than

to convey information about, or be influenced by, onto-

genetic conditions.

As animal color-vision models become more refined, and

as the suite of technologies employed to gather more and

better data on animal colors grows, the question of appro-

priate measurement scales will become an ever more

important consideration in the study of dynamic color

signals. Visual processing abilities of animals are not

infinite, and identifying the most appropriate spatial

and temporal scales at which to evaluate color perception

will be an essential future step. Importantly, the behav-

ioral responses of animals viewing varying color stimuli

should remain the ‘gold standard’ by which increasingly

complex visual models are validated and the most appro-

priate scales for color analyses identified. Comprehensive,
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 6:41–49
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Box 2 How signal receivers may actively choose environments from which to view signalers

(a)

(b)

(A) The optimization hypothesis. The optimization hypothesis predicts that receivers choose signaler viewing environments that maximize the

stimulation received from visual signals. In other words, receivers may choose viewpoints of senders that optimize signal reception relative to other

possible local settings or conditions. We illustrate a hypothetical case where three female damselflies (brown) are viewing a single male (red). The

female on the left is viewing the male against a solar background (yellow arrows represent solar illuminance; red arrows indicated signal

transmission), and therefore the spectral quality and intense background illumination may overload the female with spectral noise. Both the female

on the right and at the center, however, are assessing the male against a background of blue sky, and may therefore be better able to assess the

signal due to optimal background illuminance and spectral qualities (sensu [84]). Additionally, due to intraretinal variability in cone densities, proper

orientation of receivers may strongly influence color detection. The female in the center is using the lateral portion of the retina to assess the male.

The females on the left and right are positioned directly facing the male. Hypothetically, the females on the left and right may therefore optimize

signal reception by using retinal portions designed for evaluating color signals of mate quality (sensu [48]). Furthermore, studies suggest that in

some organisms, one of the brain hemispheres is better-equipped for color integration (e.g. the black male Gouldian finch (Erythrura gouldiae)

only assesses color-dependent mate-quality information with the left brain hemisphere and its contralateral eye [85,86]): this situation stresses the

importance of optimal receiver positioning in color signaling interactions.

(B) The receiver-imposed handicaps hypothesis. The receiver-imposed handicaps hypothesis predicts that receivers view and assess signalers

in a non-optimal environment, or in a variety (i.e. both optimal and non-optimal) of environments through time and space. Under some

circumstances (e.g. for changeable signals), cumulative assessments from different environments may provide receivers with more or better

information about signalers than does a single ‘optimal’ environment. For example, in flee–chase interactions, females may constrain males to

present their signal in a number of environments of various spectral and illuminance quality. In this panel, we show a brown female damselfly

sequentially moving through two distinct lighting environments (1 and 2), with a red male in close pursuit. Environment 1 simulates a ‘blue sky’ light

environment, and environment 2 simulates a ‘forest shade’ light environment, characterized by less intense illumination and dominated by yellow-

green wavebands [80]. Under this hypothesis, neither of these environments is an ‘optimal’ environment because signals in each environment

convey different types of information. The receiver enforces a handicap by challenging the signaler to flexibly adapt to light availability, and

therefore signalers may incur costs related to both the physiological condition of the signaler (e.g. pigment availability, energy to change posture or

chase) as well as its cognitive and perceptual performance. Those animals that are in better condition should be able to adapt to change in

environments better than others. Because light availability provides the ‘photon substrate’ for color signals, physiological color changes may

underlie the majority of adaptability to changing light, but behavioral posturing may also play a role.
integrative studies of dynamic colors will enable behav-

ioral ecologists to address new and exciting questions,

such as if and how dynamic color signals are individual-

ized based on receiver identity/context and whether such

signal customization occurs in fundamentally different

ways than pure behavioral displays. For example, are the

displays that accentuate iridescent colors modified in
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 6:41–49 
different contexts to accentuate different chromatic ele-

ments of the signal? Additionally, is the dynamicity of color

signals important (e.g. speed or magnitude of color change)

or is it simply final display coloration that matters? Inves-

tigating the relationship between the form of dynamic

color signals and the behavioral displays used during their

presentation, from both proximate and ultimate levels, will
www.sciencedirect.com
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yield new and important insights into the mechanisms and

evolution of visually complex signals.
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